LIGHT UP THE NIGHT
Jeff Zock, a landscape architect with Ryan
Hughes Design Build in Tampa, hears from
clients who are always looking to up the
wow factor in their luxury outdoor living
areas. “This can be accomplished through
custom-designed water and fire,” Zock says.
“But the wow is also added through a complex system of lighting that highlights areas
and takes the fire and water features to the
next level.”
Much of this, he says, is the ability,
through technology, to adjust color and
luminosity to suit the occasion. One recently completed lazy river project in Florida
was filled with engineered landscape lighting, including PAL pool lighting, strip lighting along expanses, custom LED waterfall
lighting to create a defined spa recess, and
FX Luminaire landscape lighting throughout tropical plantings and border areas.
ryanhughesdesign.com

GREEN IS THE NEW BLACK
Tammy Connor of Tammy Connor Interior
Design is seeing color palettes achieve a richer depth, especially with hues of green.
“Shades of blue have long been a favorite in
coastal design for obvious reasons, and I love
blue as much as the next designer,” Connor
says. “But I’m looking forward to seeing more
green in interiors in the next year. Green
plays on the ocean in such dramatic ways
and is a fresh twist for a contemporary waterfront aesthetic.” tammyconnorid.com
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LESS IS MORE
While interior designer Susan Ferrier sees
the ocean as the ultimate source of beauty
and pleasure, she doesn’t like seeing inspiration overdone. “Having a house by the
ocean doesn’t mean the décor needs to be
trite or overly ocean inspired,” Ferrier says.
Instead, she takes color cues from the sea
and works them into rich, luxe interiors.
“Imagine jewel-tone blues and deep grays
with mirrored finishes and textured fabrics—it takes coastal style up a notch. I hope
to see more of it across the board in the next
few years.” susanferrierinteriors.com
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Top to bottom:
There is no end
to what a talented
designer can
create with an
outdoor space.

